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Abstract

Broadcasting in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is the dissemination of packets from one node to all nodes in the network. This flooding causes redundant data and broadcast storm problems. To counteract this effect, many methods have been introduced to minimize the redundancy, such as MPR (MultiPoint Relay) or DS-MPR (Connected Dominating Sets with MPR). These methods stipulate that a packet is correctly received if the receiver node is in the transmission radius of the sender node. But this fact is not always true, due to many factors like signal attenuation, noise and existence of obstacles. This paper focuses on DS-MPR. Firstly, we test it in a realistic environment to show its limit in terms of reachability. Secondly, we introduce a modification of DS-MPR to be applicable with a realistic physical layer. Our heuristic method is called RDS-MPR (Realistic DS-MPR). This heuristic has improved DS-MPR in reachability, which may exceed more than 94\%. Finally, we introduce an extension of RDS-MPR, called eRDS-MPR (extended RDS-MPR) which provides a reachability up to more than 97\%.
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1. Introduction

Recent advances in wireless communication technologies and the fabrication of low-cost wireless devices have led to the appearance of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Due to the multi-functionality of sensors, WSNs have been utilized for a variety of applications such as environment monitoring,
surveillance, and military. Moreover, WSNs can provide a good observation of nature and a high capacity of collecting information. However, the most important disadvantage of WSNs is their limit in energy. As a result, many methods, algorithms and protocols were introduced and developed to take into consideration this constraint. Since WSNs are considered ad-hoc networks with other characteristics, many algorithms and methods of ad-hoc networks [24, 25] could be reused and reconfigured according to the WSNs’ specificity. In this paper, we focus our interest on broadcasting algorithms in WSNs and ad-hoc. Firstly, broadcasting means the packet distribution from a source sensor to all other destination sensors in the network. Many research projects have been developed discussing solutions to broadcast information in these kinds of networks and taking into account the minimization of energy consumption. Since the communication process consumes more energy compared to the others processes (i.e., sensing, communicating and processing), many methods and algorithms have focused on reducing the number of relay nodes in order to minimize the number of communication packets. This also minimizes the consumed energy and broadcast storm problems.

By studying currently broadcasting method, we find that the most of them are conceived in an ideal environment (i.e., they stipulate that a message send from a node is certainly received by another node if the receiver is in the sender covering area). This fact has negative consequences on communication and clearly decreases the accessibility of the broadcasting method used, because in a real environment there are signal attenuation, obstacles and nature factors. In this manuscript, an overview of DS-MPR is given. Thus, a modification of DS-MPR to be applicable with a realistic environment is proposed, aiming to increase the accessibility.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the most well-known methods of broadcasting and provides the problem definition of our topic. In Section 3, we perform a study of DS-MPR, and we show that this method is not a valid method of broadcasting because its reachability is less than 80% in the best cases. Section 4 presents RDS-MPR, which is an improvement of DS-MPR to be applicable with a realistic physical layer using the lognormal shadowing model (LNM). In LNM, a node correctly receives a packet from another node with a probability \( p \). This probability is defined as a function of transmission radius, power attenuation factor and distance between nodes. In Section 5, an extension of RDS-MPR is proposed. This new method, called eRDS-MPR, greatly improves DS-MPR in reachability. Finally, in Section 6, a performance study of the proposed methods compared to DS-MPR is
2. Preliminaries

2.1. Related work

To perform the task of broadcasting, pure flooding is used first. This method increases the number of redundant packets, broadcast storm problems and energy consumption. Subsequently, many research projects have focused on minimizing these problems. In literature, there is several methods and protocols for broadcasting in WSNs. Most of them are conceived in an ideal environment[6, 7, 8, 9, 10], also called unit disk model (UDM). In UDM, a receiver node can correctly get a packet of data if it is in the emission radius of the sender node. In a real environment, this assumption is not always true, due to many factors like signal attenuation and presence of obstacles. In what follows, we list the most known broadcasting methods according to their environment assumption.

2.1.1. UDM-based broadcasting

- MPR [2]: First proposed by Qayyum and al., this method treats broadcasting from the sink node to all nodes in a network and it is based on levels (i.e., the sink’s neighbors are considered as level one nodes, the level one nodes’ neighbors are considered as level two nodes). So, the broadcasting is performed by levels and the method choose each time the best nodes to relay. These nodes are a subset of a unique level nodes. The selection of relaying nodes is performed according to many factors. The aim of the MPR method is to minimize the redundant packets and the cost of communication, but it suffers from some problems because it is conceived in an ideal environment which means that a packet of data is correctly sent from a node A to a node B if the distance between A and B doesn’t exceed the emission radius of A. Since its apparition, this method has been widely studied. In [5], the authors propose Getaway MPR, which is an improvement of MPR. In [18], MPR is used to conceive a routing protocol.

- DS-MPR [11, 12]: This method is an improvement of MPR, in which the broadcasting process is based on the connected dominating set which contains the nodes that have the greatest weight in the network. This weight is computed for every node in the network as a
function of node degree and node remaining energy. Therefore, using DS-MPR in broadcasting can increase the lifetime of the network. This was improved in [13] by defending an extension of MPR [22] to compute the dominating set. In [15], the authors propose an algorithm to minimize m-connected k-tuple dominating sets which help to realize a fault tolerant broadcasting.

- In [20, 21, 23] the authors propose broadcasting algorithms in structured WSNs (i.e., WSNs which are organized in clusters). In such a network, clustering has been used to induce a hierarchical structure over a flat WSN which minimizes communication overhead. However, all these methods stipulate the environment as ideal.

2.1.2. LNM-based broadcasting
- MPR with LNM: In [3, 17], there are propositions of MPR in a realistic environment. The given methods improve the reachability of the original heuristics. Thus, it provides a logic and realistic performance. In the proposed heuristics, the MPR algorithm is modified in order to maximize its performance.
- GHA: Greedy Heuristic Algorithm: In [4], the authors provide a broadcasting method using a realistic physical layer by adopting a probability of reception between nodes. The use of LNM induces a broadcasting method with acceptable reachability.
- DS-MPR with LNM: In [1], there is a simple proposition of DS-MPR in a realistic environment, aiming to increase its reachability in such an environment.

2.1.3. Summary
The use of LNM provides a realistic behavior to the methods conceived in UDM. According to the best of our knowledge, there is no proposition of DS-MPR with a realistic physical layer except in [1]. Therefore, we try to provide a new model to compute node weight in this paper. This model takes into account communication factors in a realistic environment.

2.2. Notations and problem definition
WSNs or ad-hoc network can be considered as a graph $G(V, E)$, where the nodes constitute the set of vertex $V$ and $E$ the set of edges. An edge
exists between the two nodes A and B in this graph if a packet sent from A can be received at B or from B to A. In table 1, we introduce the symbols used in this paper and their definitions.

In figure 1, we suppose the broadcast of a message from u to all other nodes in the networks taking into account:

- The minimization of redundant packets
- The minimization of energy consumption

Resolving this problem by using the relay-based broadcasting method means choosing an optimal subset of \( N1(u) \) taking into consideration the previously mentioned criteria. This subset will resend the packet received from u (not all nodes in \( N1(u) \) resend). Finally, the packet should reach nodes in \( N2(u) \) according to the optimality of the subset chosen. If the network has many levels the same strategy of choosing a subset to relay is executed in every step. In the next section, we make an overview of a solution for this problem [11] (which is DS-MPR), and we show its limitation in a realistic environment.

### 3. DS-MPR: An overview

#### 3.1. DS-MPR heuristic

As describe above, the DS-MPR broadcasting process is based on a connected dominating set which contains the nodes having the greatest weight
Figure 1: Example of a network: the initial sender node is black and the relay nodes are gray

in the network. This weight is a function of node degree and node remaining energy (1,2).

\[ W(u) = \alpha \times W_{\text{Degree}}(u) + \beta \times W_{\text{Energy}}(u) \]  

(1)

With:

\[ \alpha + \beta = 1 \]  

(2)

To choose the optimal subset of \( N1(u) \), the algorithm below is applied (we have made a slight moderation to the original algorithm).

**Algorithm 1: DS-MPR heuristic**

1. Start with an empty set \( S(u) \) and \( S1(u) = N2(u) \).
2. First select nodes in \( S1(u) \) which have a single parent in \( N1(u) \) then remove them from \( S1(u) \) and add their parents to \( S(u) \).
3. While there still exist some nodes in \( S1(u) \):  
   (a) Compute the weight of all nodes in \( N1(u) \setminus S(u) \)
   (b) Add node \( v \) to \( S(u) \) for which this weight is maximum. If there is more than one node with the same maximum weight choose the one which has the maximum remaining energy. Then remove \( N1(v) \) from \( S1(u) \).

This heuristic method is applied in UDM, and in the next subsection, we evaluate it into LNM, and we show the difference of accessibility of DS-MPR in these two models.

### 3.2. Lognormal model

With a realistic physical layer a reception cannot be performed as in a unit disk model due to many factors like signal attenuation, obstacle presence, distance between the sender, and the receiver, or communication time slot
Table 2: Number of nodes according to the transmission radius

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$R$ = 21m</th>
<th>$R$ = 20m</th>
<th>$R$ = 19m</th>
<th>$R$ = 18m</th>
<th>$R$ = 17m</th>
<th>$R$ = 16m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes in line = $\frac{250}{(2 \times R)}$, we suppose that the distance between nodes is the same</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>6.94</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>7.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of nodes in area = $(\frac{250}{2 \times R})^2$

|               | 35.43     | 39.06     | 43.28     | 48.22     | 54.06     | 61.03     |

Total nodes in the field

|               | $6 \times 5 = 30$ | $6 \times 6 = 36$ | $6 \times 7 = 42$ | $7 \times 7 = 49$ | $7 \times 8 = 56$ | $8 \times 8 = 64$ |

(day or night). Therefore, we find the lognormal model (3), which is defined below, as a probability function according to most of these factors [3, 4].

$$P(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{(\frac{x}{R_c})^{2\alpha}}{2} & \text{if } 0 < x \leq R_c \\
\frac{(\frac{2R_c-x}{R_c})^{2\alpha}}{2} & \text{if } R_c < x \leq 2R_c \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \quad (3)$$

Below, we describe the symbols used:

- $\alpha$: Signal attenuation factor.
- $R_c$: Sender node transmission radius.
- $x$: Distance between sender and receiver nodes

3.3. DS-MPR illustration in a realistic environment

The test was performed using NS2 [14]. We worked in a field of 250m × 250m, with nodes that have 25m as transmission radius. The average distance between nodes according to their density is given in figure 2. We chose an average between 21m and 16m, which is real in our opinion. The average distance starts at 21m for 30 nodes and becomes 16m for 64 nodes in the field. In table 2, we try to compute the number of nodes in a field of 250m × 250m according to a transmission radius average between 21m and 16m.
Figure 2 describes the number of nodes according to the transmission radius chosen. In figure 3, we make a comparison between probabilities of reception in UDM and in LNM for a transmission radius $R_c = 25$. Consequently, we can find a difference due to that in UDM the probability of reception is equal to 1 if the distance between the sender and the receiver is less than 25 and equal to 0 if otherwise. However, in LNM, the probability of reception is computed according to (3).

In figure 4, we make a comparison between the accessibility of DS-MPR in the two models according to figure 2 and figure 3. We can see that in an ideal environment DS-MPR looks as ideal with an accessibility of 100% due to the fact that a packet of data is certainly received when the distance between the sender and a receiver doesn’t exceed the transmission radius. However, in a realistic environment, this accessibility started at less than 58% and can reach 80% in the best case. With more than 64 nodes, we can see that the curve of accessibility becomes almost linear. So, this method looks invalid in LNM because its reachability cannot exceed 80%. In the next section, we propose a modification of DS-MPR to be applicable with a realistic physical layer.
Figure 3: Comparison of probability of reception between unit disk model and lognormal model for a transmission radius = 25 m

Figure 4: Comparison of DS-MPR accessibility between unit disk model and lognormal model
4. DS-MPR in a realistic environment

Connected Dominating Sets with multiPoint relay is a method of broadcast where a weight for each node in the network is computed. This weight is a function of node remaining energy and node degree. Then, a set of nodes to relay packets is chosen. This set consists of nodes that have the greatest weight and should provide good reachability. Furthermore, this method is conceived in an ideal environment and, in what follow, we try to define it with a realistic physical layer.

4.1. RDS-MPR heuristic

In this heuristic, we propose a new weight function, called \( RW \) (Realistic Weight (4,5)), which is changed from DS-MPR (2) to RDS-MPR, taking into account the reception probability according to the lognormal model (3):

\[
RW(u) = \alpha \times RW_{\text{Degree}}(u) + \beta \times RW_{\text{Energy}}(u) + \gamma \times RW_{\text{Probability}}(u) \quad (4)
\]

with

\[
\alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1 \quad (5)
\]

(i) The realistic weight degree of a node \( v \) (6) is the number of nodes reachable by \( v \) and not reachable yet by another node in \( S(u) \) divided by the maximum degree weight of the nodes in \( N1(u) \setminus S(u) \).

\[
RW_{\text{Degree}}(v) = \frac{|N1(v) \cap S1(u)|}{\text{Max}\{|N1(v_i) \cap S1(u)|; v_i \in N1(u) \setminus S(u)\}} \quad (6)
\]

(ii) The realistic weight energy of a node \( v \) (7) is the remaining energy in \( v \) divided by the maximum weight energy of the nodes in \( N1(u) \setminus S(u) \).

\[
RW_{\text{Energy}}(v) = \frac{E(v)}{\text{Max}\{E(v_i); v_i \in N1(u) \setminus S(u)\}} \quad (7)
\]

(iii) The realistic weight probability of a node \( v \) (8) is a local weight probability \( q(v) \) (9) divided by the maximum local weight probability of the nodes in \( N1(u) \setminus S(u) \).

\[
RW_{\text{Probability}}(v) = \frac{q(v)}{\text{Max}\{q(v_i); v_i \in N1(u) \setminus S(u)\}} \quad (8)
\]
(iv) This local probability $q(v)$ (9) computes the $v$ node weight according to the probability of reception from $u$ to $v$ and from $v$ to its neighbors.

$$
q(v) = \begin{cases} 
p(u, v) \times \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{\left|N_1(v) \cap S_1(u)\right|} p(v, w_i)}{\left|N_1(v) \cap S_1(u)\right|} & \text{if } \left|N_1(v) \cap S_1(u)\right| \neq 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} 
$$

After giving the definition of every weight in the new weight function, we have written our heuristic below. We recall that:

- $p_t$: is a temporary probability in the heuristic and with it, a reception can be performed well.
- $p_0$: is the minimum probability of a good reception. With less than $p_0$, we consider the data received is wrong or the reception was not performed.

**Algorithm 2: RDS-MPR heuristic**

1. Start with an empty set $S(u)$ and $S_1(u) = N_2(u)$.
2. First select nodes in $S_1(u)$ which have a single parent in $N_1(u)$ then remove them from $S_1(u)$ and add their parents to $S(u)$.
3. While there still exist some nodes in $S_1(u)$:
   (a) Compute the weight of all nodes in $N_1(u) \setminus S(u)$
   (b) Add node $v$ to $S(u)$ for which this weight is maximum and $p(u, v) > p_t$. If there is more than one node with the same maximum weight choose the one which has the maximum remaining energy. Then remove $N_1(v)$ from $S_1(u)$.
   (c) Compute reachability $Re$.
   (d) If $Re < 90\%$ and $p_t > p_0$ then slightly reduce $p_t$ and slightly increase $\gamma$

Else break.

4.2. RDS-MPR illustration

To evaluate our heuristic, we test it with the same density used to test DS-MPR. In figure 5, we can see that RDS-MPR provides a good accessibility with $\gamma = 1/3$ and $p_0 = 0.6$ This accessibility started near 80% with a density
Figure 5: Comparison of the accessibility in lognormal model between DS-MPR and RDS-MPR for $\gamma = 1/3$, $p0 = 0.6$ and for $\gamma = 1/2$, $p0 = 0.5$

of 30 nodes and becomes more than 90% for a density with 64 nodes. With $\gamma = 1/2$ and $p0 = 0.5$, our heuristic provides a good accessibility that becomes more than 94% with 64 nodes as density.

5. Extended DS-MPR in a realistic environment

5.1. eRDS-MPR heuristic

In this subsection, we define another broadcasting method which is an extension of RDS-MPR. We try to change the node weight by making it deep. What we mean by deep is changing the node degree weight, the node energy weight and the node probability weight by taking into account $N2(u)$ and $N3(u)$ (see figure 6). First, the extended nodes weight $EW$ (10, 11) is defined.

$$EW(u) = \alpha \times EW_{Degree}(u) + \beta \times EW_{Energy}(u) + \gamma \times EW_{Probability}(u) \quad (10)$$
Figure 6: Example of WSNs: the initial sender node is black and nodes chosen to relay are gray; we also define $N_1(u), N_2(u)$ and $N_3(u)$.

With:

$$\alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1 \quad (11)$$

Every weight in the function above is defined below:

(i) The extended weight of a node degree $v(12)$ is the weight of $v$ given in (13) divided by the maximum of the same weight (13) of nodes in $N_1(u) \setminus S(u)$.

$$EW_{\text{Degree}}(v) = \frac{EW'_{\text{Degree}}(v)}{\text{Max}\{EW'_{\text{Degree}}(v_i); v_i \in N_1(u) \setminus S(u)\}} \quad (12)$$

With:

$$EW'_{\text{Degree}}(v) = \begin{cases} |N_1(v) \cap S_1(u)| \times \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{\left|N_1(v)\right|} \left|N_1(w_i)\right|}{\left|N_1(v) \cap S_1(u)\right|} & \text{if} \left|N_1(v) \cap S_1(u)\right| 
eq 0 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (13)$$

The previous weight computes the number of nodes that can be reached by $v$ and not reached yet by node of $N_1(u)$ multiplied by the average of nodes that can be reachable by $w_i$ ($w_i = N_1(v)$). Consequently, this weight helps us to choose nodes having the best reachability for the next level ($w_i$ nodes), in addition to the level after ($x_i$ nodes).
(ii) The extended weight of a node energy $v(14)$ is the weight of $v$ given in (15) divided by the maximum of the same weight (15) of nodes in $N1(u) \setminus S(u)$.

$$EW_{Energy}(v) = \frac{EW'_{Energy}(v)}{\text{Max}\{EW'_{Energy}(v_i); v_i \in N1(u) \setminus S(u)\}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

with:

$$EW'_{Energy}(v) = \begin{cases} 
E(v) \times \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{[N1(u) \cap S1(u)]} E(w_i)}{|N1(v) \cap S1(u)|} & \text{if } |N1(v) \cap S1(u)| \neq 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

This weight computes the remaining energy in $v$ multiplied by the average of remaining energy of $w_i$. We choose only nodes which is not reachable yet (i.e., $w_i$ in $N1(v) \cap S1(u)$). Consequently, this weight helps us to choose nodes having the maximum remaining energy and which can be reached. This weight allows also the selection, in the next level, of nodes having the maximum average remaining energy. As well as increasing the reachability, the proposed weight can increase the lifetime of the network because the node with the maximum remaining energy is used first.

(iii) The extended weight of a node probability $v(16)$ is the weight of $v$ given in (17) divided by the maximum of the same weight (17) of nodes in $N1(u) \setminus S(u)$.

$$EW_{Probability}(v) = \frac{EW'_{Probability}(v)}{\text{Max}\{EW'_{Probability}(v_i); v_i \in N1(u) \setminus S(u)\}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)
With:

\[
EW'_{\text{Probability}}(v) = \begin{cases} 
  p(u, v) \times \frac{|N1(v) \cap S1(u)|}{|N1(v) \cap S1(u)|} 
  & \text{if } |N1(v) \cap S1(u)| \times |N1(w_i)| \neq 0 \\
  0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

We define this weight in order to choose the route with the best probability. This route starts from \( u \) to \( v \) afterward, from \( v \) to \( w \) and finally, from \( w \) to \( x \). Consequently, this weight computes \( p(u, v) \) multiplied by the average of probability from \( v \) to \( w_i \) multiplied by the average of probability from \( w_i \) to \( x_j \).

By analogy to the RDS-MPR heuristic, below, we introduce our eRDS-MPR heuristic and we recall that:

- \( pt \): is a temporary probability in the heuristic. With it, a reception can be performed well.
- \( p0 \): is the minimum probability of a good reception. With less than \( p0 \), we consider that the data received is wrong or the reception was not performed.
**Algorithm 3: eRDS-MPR heuristic**

1. Start with an empty set $S(u)$ and $S1(u) = N2(u)$.
2. First select nodes in $S1(u)$ which have a single parent in $N1(u)$ and then remove them from $S1(u)$ and add their parents to $S(u)$.
3. While there still exist some nodes in $S1(u)$:
   (a) Compute the weight of all nodes in $N1(u) \setminus S(u)$
   (b) Add node $v$ to $S(u)$ for which this weight is maximum and $p(u,v) > pt$ and $p(v,w) > pt$. If there is more than one node with the same maximum weight choose the one which has the maximum remaining energy. Then remove $N1(v)$ from $S1(u)$.
   (c) Compute reachability $Re$
   (d) If $Re < 90\%$ and $pt > p0$ then slightly reduce $pt$ and slightly increase $\gamma$

Else break.

5.2. eRDS-MPR illustration

To evaluate our heuristic, we test it with the same density used to test DS-MPR and RDS-MPR. In figure 7, we can see that RDS-MPR provides a good accessibility with $\gamma = 1/3$ and $p0 = 0.6$. This accessibility starts near 80% with a density of 30 nodes and becomes more than 90% for a density with 64 nodes. With $\gamma = 1/3$ and $p0 = 0.5$, RDS-MPR provides a high accessibility that becomes more than 94% with 64 nodes as density. However, the eRDS-MPR heuristic tested with $\gamma = 1/3$ and $p0 = 0.6$ gives a reachability starts at 87% with 30 nodes and can exceed more than 97% with a density of 60 nodes. We can conclude here that our method is valid and makes an important improvement in the term of reachability if we accept that a broadcasting method is considered valid when it provides more than 90% reachability.

6. Performance evaluation

In this section a performance comparison between DS-MPR, RDS-MPR and eRDS-MPR is given. This comparison treats the consumed energy, and the use of nodes resources in each method.
Figure 7: Comparison of the accessibility in lognormal model between DS-MPR and RDS-MPR for $\gamma = 1/3$, $p0 = 0.6$ and for $\gamma = 1/2$, $p0 = 0.5$ and eRDS-MPR for $\gamma = 1/3$, $p0 = 0.6$.
Figure 8: Comparison of consumed energy to accomplish broadcasting between DS-MPR ($\alpha = 1/2$ and $\beta = 1/2$), RDS-MPR and eRDS-MPR ($\alpha = 1/3$, $\beta = 1/3$, $\gamma = 1/3$ and $\rho_0 = 0.6$).

6.1. Comparison of the consumed energy

In figure 8, a comparison of consumed energy to accomplish the broadcasting task is provided. The simulation is performed on networks with different densities. The packet size used to test is 200b. It is clear that increasing reachability causes more energy consumption. In fact, we have to exchange more messages to appreciate the state of nodes and to reach more sensors. However, in DS-MPR there is a lot of lost energy used to send packets to unreachable nodes. For example, if we consider a network with 64 nodes:

- According to figure 8, RDS-MPR and eRDS-MPR increase the energy consumption of DS-MPR respectively with $1.32 - 1.15 = 14.7\%$ and $1.35 - 1.15 = 17.3\%$.
- According to figure 6, RDS-MPR and eRDS-MPR increase the reachability of DS-MPR respectively with $94 - 80 = 17.5\%$ and $97 - 80 = 21.2\%$.

Thus, we can conclude that the augmentation of reachability is performed with less amount of energy.
6.2. Performance comparison

In this subsection, we compare the performance of three approaches in term of exchanged message, communication time and memory used. We introduce the following notations (figure 9):

- \( d \): The average degree of nodes in the graph
- \( t \): The average time which is necessary to perform a communication between two nodes
- \( x \): the average size to save data concerning a weight in node memory

We assume in our case that all nodes have the same proprieties in term of exchanged messages, communication time and data size.

Figure 9(a) describes the average number of necessary messages to be exchanged for collecting data in order to compute weights in each methods, whereas figure 9 (b) describes the average of necessary wait time for collecting data used in the weight formula before computing weights in each methods. Finally, figure 9 (c) describes the average memory size necessary for saving data for each weight. Figure 9 provides a performance comparison in term of messages number to be exchanged, waiting time for necessary data and memory size in which necessary data for computing weights will be saved. The measurements are based on level average in the network. We notice that values in the eRDS-MPR method are doubled compared to RDS-MPR due to the levels number,
yet, exchanged messages and waiting time values of RDS-MPR are the same compared to DS-MPR except for the memory size needed, because RDS-MPR have one extra weight. Finally, although eRDS-MPR provides an improvement of RDS-MPR in reachability, this comparison indicates that RDS-MPR is better than eRDS-MPR in term of optimizing the use of node resources in the network.

7. Conclusion

Many algorithms of broadcasting in WSN and Ad-Hoc networks were focused on solving problems caused by pure flooding (i.e., redundant data, packet collision and important energy consumption). Most of these solutions model communications are in ideal environments, adopting the unit disk model. In this hypothesis, algorithms are not valid. We consider that a method of broadcasting with reachability less than 90% is not enough. Therefore, researchers propose new methods taking care of nature’s factor. In this paper, we adapt the DS-MPR broadcast algorithm, to be applied in a more realistic environment, taking into account packet loss and unreliable communication links. Our proposal is RDS-MPR, which improves DS-MPR and provides accessibility at more than 94%. We propose also eRDS-MPR, which can give us a reachability that can exceed 97% in the best case and no less than 87% in the worst case. Finally, we compare the performance of the three approaches in term of consumed energy, exchanged message, communication time and memory used.
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